
Editorial

Washington’s Addams family

Al Gore’s public admission that his campaign is in Central Asia, and now their subversion of the North
Caucusus, leading into “Islamic terrorist” war on Rus-ruins, will allow thinking, patriotic Americans to give

the boot to both Al Gore and George W. Bush as Presi- sian territory itself. This has been a 30-year forced
march into World War III, regardless of which of thedential nominees. For, if Gore is dumped, then Bush

goes, too. As the famous cartoon by EIR’s Claudio Cel- sitting Presidents were Republicans, and which Demo-
crats. Future historians may one day write that Worldani puts it, “They need each other.” The Gore candidacy,

as long as it lasts, is the guarantee of a Bush Presidency. War III had already begun, before this date of writing.
Not only that, but this continuous, 30-year policyAl Gore’s function has been that he is the only notable

Democrat whom George W. Bush can defeat. has been foisted on the United States by a single, ex-
tended, virtually biological family. which might beLyndon LaRouche pointed this out one year ago.

Senator Daniel “Pat” Moynihan’s public recognition called the “Addams family” of Washington foreign pol-
icy (with reference to the family of gouls in Charlesof Gore’s unelectability on Sept. 23, was what finally

triggered Gore’s public panic-attack of Sept. 29. Addams’s cartoon). Madeleine Albright, of the “Phan-
tom of the Opera” wardrobe and the grotesque songsIf we open up both parties’ nominations in this way,

we can open up both the parties to public discussion of and dances, is the daughter and protégé of a long-time
British asset, Czech diplomat Josef Korbel. And Georgethe questions which will determine whether this nation

will make it into the beginning of the 21st century. So W. Bush’s foreign-policy honcho, Condoleezza Rice,
is another creation of the same Josef Korbel. In fact,far, only third-place Democratic candidate Lyndon H.

LaRouche, Jr. has been raising these vital issues. the two women were close friends when Korbel was
training them both as British agents. Albright’s otherEven at this late date, after 30 years of accelerating

downslide, it is still not too late for the United States to trainer was “Woody Woodpecker” Zbigniew Brzezin-
ski, a minor Polish nobleman with strong anti-Russianbe saved—but only by no less than the total reversal of

all prevailing policies of the past decades. But even and pro-British sentiments. Brzezinski married a
daughter of Josef Korbel’s boss, Czechoslovakia’s Brit-so, there is a “catch.” This can happen only under one

condition: Americans must drag themselves out of the ish-masonic President Eduard Benes, and was trained
in British agentry at Harvard by William Yandell Elliot,swamp of stupidity into which they have fallen since

the 1960s. along with Brzezinski’s sometime rival, Henry Kis-
singer.No more insistence on bite-sized answers; no more

repeating “Simon says,” after the “authorities” of the Another facet goes back to the setting up of E.H.
Harriman as an American nominee for Britain’s Princemass media and the universities.

Did you know that the Madeleine Albright foreign of Wales, later King Edward VII, through the Prince’s
personal banker, Ernest Cassel. George Bush’s father,policy, the Gore foreign policy, and the Bush foreign

policy, are all the same thing? Look at the continuity of Prescott, was an assistant to E.H. Harriman. Harriman’s
son, Averell, sponsored Brzezinski to set up the Trilat-policy from the Zbigniew Brzezinski/Trilateral Com-

mission policy of the early 1970s, with its buildup of eral Commission.
One small, ghoulish family, with its fights andradical Islamist networks, leading to the overthrow of

the Shah of Iran, the Afghanistan operation, and the feuds. Yet, over the decades, their policy has taken on
a weird life of its own. Will it plunge the world into aIran-Iraq War. Then the Bush-Thatcher Iraq War, and

their encouragement of Milosevic to launch wars in Yu- savage war, exterminating probably hundreds of mil-
lions of people? The last chapter is not yet written—orgoslavia. Then, Albright and Blair’s Kosovo War, their

new NATO interventionist doctrine, their meddling in not quite yet, if you and your neighbors wake up in time.
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